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Introduction To Mainnet 2.0

Mainnet 1.0, which has been successfully operating since its launch 


on 15 Nov 2021, is upgraded to a new level to provide users with even 

more value, security, utility and a wider Pando Ecosystem. 


The changes towards Mainnet 2.0 were mostly focused on the following:



the Pando Blockchain, 4 new variations of Rametron Nodes, its rewards 

and Management System, the design of the Wallet and the Explorer, 

security and documentation.



Moreover, with the new changes to the ecosystem 


(Mainnet 1.0 => Mainnet 2.0) Pandolab opens up new opportunities 


for decentralization in the realm of video streaming with the ability 


to 

 - all through Pando’s P2P 4 new 

types of Rametrons run by thousands of community members.



Pandolab is now providing a Plug-and-Play Blockchain as a Service 

(BaaS) by creating a secure, stable, scalable blockchain-based 

infrastructure with Nodes, Smart Contracts, Pando Protocols, NFTs, 

DApps and a complete ecosystem that is powered by the community, 

known widely as the PandoProject. This Blockchain as a Service (BaaS) 

allows developers, companies and industries to migrate 


or develop apps, websites, platforms and systems on the Pando 

Blockchain. The PandoProject is a token economy that incentivizes and 

supports a wide variety of innovative and engaging DApps powered by 


a decentralized video streaming network. The PandoProject is 

disrupting this paradigm with decentralized technology, giving users 

better streaming and broadcasters, developers, contributors and 

influencers fair share of the profits.


capture live video, transcode it in real-time, cache and relay live 

stream video data to users globally
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Our Mission In Mainnet 2.0
02

Our goal is to create a crypto-based, community-powered Plug-and-PlayBlockchain as a Service 

(BaaS) for Developers, Companies and Industries to migrate or develop existing apps, websites, 

platforms and systems on the Pando Blockchain to solve video and data delivery issues while 

eliminating the rising costs of hosting on a Centralized Delivery Network.



The PandoProject is also a decentralized project for users, creators, broadcasters, developers, 

contributors and collaborators to engage in to have a more profound and satisfying experience, 

therefore significantly minimizing the need for Content Delivery Networks (CDNs) by developing 

and scaling an entirely peer-to-peer (P2P) infrastructure, provided with a ground-breaking 

approach towards the video streaming industry through Pando DApps (  - livestreaming 

platform, – educational platform,  – entertainment platform,  - short clip-

sharing talent platform,  - decentralized video streaming service and 

), as well as through introducing options of decentralized transcoding, sharing and storing 

of videos, data and text files within Mainnet 2.0 of the Pando Project with help 


of 4 new types of Rametron Nodes. On top of that, we aim to construct a better revenue model for 

creators and collaborators with neither taking large percentages of the revenue nor with 

maintaining control over the users.

Pandojo

TutorX Vixo ShowUs

Pandogo an in-house NFT 

platform

 Provide seamless streaming for their users and content creator

 Reduce infrastructure cost for Application and Website hostin

 Progress into the Web3 and be able to branch out into the Metaverse, NFTs and mor

 Decentralize their file storage syste

 Reduce infrastructure cost of storing files and dat

 Edit files on the Pando Blockchain for users across their platform to interac

 Trace file edits without tampering or corruption in the Pando Blockchai

 Implement Plug-and-Play decentralization.

Websites, Platforms and Apps can now utilize 
Pando Project on Mainnet 2.0 to:
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Interoperability

The PandoProject is an open platform that will allow both centralized and decentralized application 

developers to leverage the infrastructure. In terms of interoperability, developers can build their own 

DApps, websites or systems using PandoProject’s capabilities and resources beyond just video 

content delivery.



Developers will pay in PTX (Pando Token) based on the utilization of the network and for services. 


As an example, using PandoProject’s Blockchain, game developers can stream in-game video content 

to players, host e-sports tournaments and broadcast real-time gameplay, storing and transcoding all 

of the relevant data with a reduced infrastructure cost due to P2P blockchain technology, while at the 

same being provided with security of all data and fast response rates.



Thus, the PandoProject will run anywhere high-performance video content, streaming, storing, 

transcoding delivery is needed. APIs and SDKs enable seamless standards for integration, allowing 

developers to quickly deploy solutions within the platform.
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Pando Network
03

The Pando Network is the Network of Nodes that powers the Blockchain and decentralizes Video 


and Data streaming, storage, transcoding and more. Like other sharing economy models, users can 

opt-in (as Rametron Nodes) to volunteer their spare bandwidth and computing resources to store, 

stream and transcode video and data files to other users and earn token rewards for their 

contributions. This decentralized technology allows the Pando Network to capture live videos, 

transcode them in real-time, cache and relay livestream video data to users globally without needing 

a single central server.



Video and data platforms or systems that choose the Pando Network for video and data delivery 

can reduce their delivery costs, deepen viewer engagement while driving incremental revenues 

and creating new opportunities for growth and expansion in this Web3 environment. By spending 

less on video and data delivery infrastructure, and more on rewarding their users, Pando-enabled 

video and data platforms can grow their user bases, gain market share and exercise the benefits 


of the Plug-and-Play Blockchain as a Service (BaaS).



The decentralized platform is made up of individual machines each giving up a bit of bandwidth. 

Similar to the way that Uber uses independent drivers who each choose when they want to come 


on and off the driver network, PandoProject allows individuals with computers to put their machines 

on and off the platform as "Rametrons" and get paid for giving unused bandwidth.



Moreover, PandoProject is a complete ecosystem with a blockchain-based, decentralized, highly 

scalable video and file distribution network powered by a token-economy, supported by popular 

DApps. It will initially be focused on the last-mile transmission of streaming content in areas that 

need it most.
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01 . The Pando Blockchain is designed from 

the ground up for video, data and text file 

relaying. It’s unique multi- BFT (Byzantine 

Fault Tolerant)1 consensus design combines 

community-run Zytatron Nodes with 


a second layer of community-run Metatron 

Nodes. Zytatron Nodes propose and produce 

new blocks in the chain, while Metatron 

Nodes seal blocks and check for malicious 


or non-functional Zytatron Nodes.

1 Byzantine Fault Tolerance is a computer system's ability to continue operating even if 

some of its nodes fail or act maliciously.

Decentralized Storing


Decentralized Transcoding


Decentralized Streaming


Decentralized Livestreaming


Decentralized File Sharing


Decentralized File Editing


Decentralized AI


Decentralized IoT


Decentralized Security
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The Pando Blockchain is the bedrock 


of the PandoProject’s P2P system that 

has all of the resources and capabilities 

to provide its users with:
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Blockchain As A Service

3rd Party Apps, Websites, Platforms, Systems, Companies and Industries can utilize the Pando 

Blockchain as a solution for decentralization. The benefits of adopting and utilizing the Pando 

Blockchain is that they get to reduce the cost of Hosting their App, Website, Platform or System. 


They also save time, energy and resources because these Platforms, Companies and Industries do not 

need to build their own Blockchain in order to create a more efficient and decentralized solution that:

Provides a trustless environment

In a decentralized blockchain network, no one has to know or trust anyone else. Each member in the 

network has a copy of the exact same data in the form of a distributed ledger. If a member’s ledger 


is altered or corrupted in any way, it will be rejected by the majority of the members in the network.

Improves data reconciliation

Companies often exchange data with their partners. This data, in turn, is typically transformed 


and stored in each party’s data silos, only to resurface when it needs to be passed downstream. 


Each time the data is transformed, it opens up opportunities for data loss or incorrect data to enter 

the workstream. By having a decentralized data store, every entity has access to a real-time, shared 

view of the data.

Reduces points of weakness

Decentralization can reduce points of weakness in systems where there may be too much reliance 

on specific actors. These weak points could lead to systemic failures, including failure to provide 

promised services or inefficient service due to the exhaustion of resources, periodic outages, 

bottlenecks, lack of sufficient incentives for good service, or corruption.

Optimizes resource distribution

Decentralization can also help optimize the distribution of resources so that promised services are 

provided with better performance and consistency, as well as a reduced likelihood of catastrophic 

failure.
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Thus, Websites, Platforms and Apps can utilize the 4 Rametrons within 

the system and the Pando Blockchain itself to:

 Provide seamless streaming for their users and content creator

 Reduce infrastructure cost for Application and Website hosting because platforms, companies 

and industries will not have to build their own Blockchain in order to create a more efficient and 

decentralized solution that responds to all of the key criteria for P2P Web3 projects. Moreover, 

the Pando System is secure and fully P2P as all of the validated transactions are immutable since 

they are permanently recorded. Not even the system administrator has the rights to delete a 

transaction

 Progress into the Web3 and be able to branch out into the Metaverse, NFTs and more (Pando 

own NFT platform will be available in 2023

 Decentralize their file storage system through capabilities that are introduced in the Mainnet 2.0 

by Rametrons, functioning on top of Validator Nodes within the Pando Blockchain. Instead of 

depending on and investing in CDNs, PandoProject only needs to rely on individuals with 

internet-connected mobile phones, tablets, personal computers or cloud servers (Rametron 

Nodes) that are already available in every region, which can be utilized by other Companies, 

Websites and Platforms

 Reduce infrastructure cost of storing files and data. PandoProject’s decentralized data storing 

system makes it possible for every entity to have full access to a real-time, shared view of the 

data and files

 Edit files on the Pando Blockchain for users across their platform to interac

 Trace file edits without tampering or corruption in the Pando Blockchai

 Implement Plug-and-Play decentralization. Developers can create or migrate apps, websites, 

platforms and systems into the Pando Blockchain to reduce infrastructure cost and solve last 

mile delivery issues.
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02. Smart Contracts open up a whole new set of user experiences and 


new attribution models for DApps built on the Pando Network. 


The Pando Blockchain Mainnet supports Turing-Complete smart contracts 

that can enable digitized item ownership (such as NFTs), innovative payment-

consumption models, transparent royalty distributions, trustless 

crowdfunding mechanisms, and more.

03. PTX (Pando Token) is the Governance Token of the Pando Protocol. PTX 

(Pando Token) is used to stake and activate the Zytatron, Metatron and 

Rametron Nodes and for on-chain operations like payments to Rametron Node 

relayers for sharing a video stream, or deploying or interacting with smart 

contracts. By staking and running a node, users can earn a proportional 

amount of the new PTX (Pando Token) generated. Relayers earn PTX (Pando 

Token) for every video stream they relay to other users on the network. The 

supply of PTX (Pando Token) is fixed at 1.5 Billion and will never increase.

Transcoding and distribution are done using the PandoProject’s  - 


a robust token-powered solution that enables low-cost transcoding and streaming. We initially 

evaluated the marketplace for a decentralized, open-source video transcoding and delivery service 

but didn’t find any suitable candidates, so we decided to develop our own by utilizing open-source 

transcoding libraries and converting them to work with our decentralized system. Rametron Nodes 

are employed to operate the transcoding software locally and disseminate 


the content to viewers.


proprietary technology
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04. InterPlanetary File System (IPFS) is an open-source decentralized and 

distributed, peer-to-peer file storage protocol. The PandoProject leverages 

IPFS’s core functionality to handle the distribution of content across the 

network. Rametron Nodes (Utility Nodes for the decentralization) 


run on an adapted copy of IPFS using PTX (Pando Token) tokens.

By empowering users to create content and set their own prices and revenue strategies 

(unencumbered by the high infrastructure costs) and incentivizing users to participate by 

watching and distributing videos, PandoProject will be able to cost-effectively scale more 

easily than traditional CDNs.



We see the biggest opportunity in having a more strategically developed distribution strategy 

along with content development that fuels and supports growth and value creation.



Because our delivery relies on peer-to-peer decentralized distribution (rather than costly, rigid 

infrastructures) and community-based governance (rather than powerful central platform 

control) it will offer content creators and viewers more freedom, security and revenue.
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Node System

To accomplish the consensus checking necessary for Blockchain efficiency, we have developed our 

own Pando Network Governance with three layers of nodes - Zytatron Nodes, Metatron Nodes, 

Rametron Nodes.

Within a data transmission network, a node is a point of intersection/connection. These gadgets are 

all regarded nodes in an environment where all devices are connected to the network. The sort of 

network to which each node refers determines its particular definition.

01. Zytatron Nodes serve as block initializers and hold the full ledger of the Pando Network. 


They also provide the first layer of security. Zytatron Nodes are region-specific network listeners 

responsible for validating content views and engagement in addition to ensuring the integrity and 

quality of service rendered by the Rametron Nodes.

02. Metatron Nodes act as block finalizers responsible for validating transactions while holding 

partial ledgers of the Pando Network, and provide the second layer of security. By authoring new 

blocks on the network, Metatron Nodes play a key role in the Proof-of-Staking (PoS) consensus 

mechanism.



The Zytatron and Metatron Nodes generate rewards by verifying and validating all activities carried 

out by the Rametron Nodes and the transactions made across the Pando Blockchain.


03. Rametron Nodes are relay streaming nodes that store, stream, transcode and relay video and 

data files within our blockchain-based video streaming system.



Mainnet 1.0 – the first variation of the project offered a more simplistic version, where Ramteron 

Nodes served as decentralized video streaming blocks, however the newly developed Mainnet 2.0 

opens up perspectives for the development of such Rametron Nodes, offering space for 1.000.000 of 

them with specific layer of technology, each serving for a different purpose when streaming, storing, 

transcoding and sharing video and data files. Ultimately, the system now has unlimited scaling 

possibilities with no structural costs.

Validator Nodes are full nodes that participate in the “consensus” process - Learn more about 

them in the WP1.0 

Utility Nodes – decentralization

What are Nodes?
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Our ability to execute this is established, stable and scalable as the Pando Network has expanded 

successfully across a dozen countries in Asia. Where large streaming service providers need to invest 

in CDNs, we need to only rely on individuals with internet-connected mobile phones, tablets, personal 

computers or cloud servers that are already available in every region. These community-owned 

mobile phones, tablets, personal computers and cloud servers act as Rametron Nodes.

Mainnet2 2.0 - An Extension 
From The Mainnet 1.0

04

Roadmap of Mainnet 1.0 success

2 Mainnet is a term used to describe a working, fully-operational blockchain.

The PandoProject soft launched on 15 Nov 2021 successfully through Zoom with all the country 

partners and community members. First digital inauguration event that was pulled off very well by 

the Headquarters.


Genesis Block is created on 18 Nov 2021 and every single community member participated by 

trending the hashtag #wholettheblocksout. Metatrons and Zytatrons were able to approve 

transactions as they were on-chain Nodes.


Pando Community celebrated the 100,000th Block Height Achievement on 22 Nov 2021 - Activation 

Period of the Community Members’ Nodes began on 29 Nov 2021. We have officially closed Testnet 

down and Mainnet is fully functioning with no errors. Pando Wallet and Explorer is up and running 

for people to start staking and sending PTX.


The first whitepaper was released on 25 Dec 2021.


The new website was put up on 28 Dec 2021.


Rametrons, the off-chain Node were able to receive weekly rewards on a weekly basis.


Pando Community celebrated the surpassing of the 1,000,000th Block Height on 17 Feb 2022


PTX was listed in our very first exchanger, LBank on 14 March 2022 at the starting price of USD 0.20.


PTX was listed in CoinGecko, where they democratize the access of crypto data and empower users 

with actionable insights on 31 March 2022


PTX was listed in CoinMarketCap, the world's most-referenced price-tracking website for 

cryptoassets in the rapidly growing cryptocurrency space on 31 March 2022
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We now have another project adopting our Pando Technology for the first time ever called 

Uniblok, a decentralized talent acquisition platform on 10 June 2022


Binance Exchange is the largest crypto exchange by trade volume. They have officially tagged us 

on 5 July 2022, giving PTX the biggest exposure it can ever get in the crypto world.


Coinbase with 103 million verified users, 14,500 institutions, and 245,000 ecosystem partners in 

over 100 countries has officially tagged us on 5 July 2022, allowing PTX to be on the fastest 

growing exchange platform.


We currently have 75,664,442 PTX staked for Rametron Node, 3,973,879 PTX staked for Metatron 

Node and 139,000,000 PTX staked for Zytatron Node in less than a year after Activation Period.


Rametron has been upgraded to 4.1.0, where it was Re-engineered and reimagined 


on 8 July 2022.


The first Pando DApp, Pandojo’s Beta Version launched on 22 July 2022. Pandojo is currently 

available for download on Android and iOS and soon on Web. We currently have 2,000+ 

downloads on both OS. Pandojo launches in Phase 2 with Web, Android and iOS which includes 

Revenue Models that allows Content Creators and Viewers to interact and utilize the PTX.


Next array of applications is ready to be launched soon, TutorX is in its Beta Version and Vixo 


is almost complete.


We have successfully expanded ourselves to many countries such as Malaysia, Brunei, Korea, 

India, Thailand, Indonesia, Canada, USA, Philippines, Vietnam, Brazil, Singapore, Cambodia, 

Japan, Russia and Australia.


We have grown the community by increasing Node Holders for Rametrons, Metatrons and 

Zytatron. Pando Ecosystem now holds 21,698 Rametron Node, 2,061 Metatron Node and 16 

Zytatron Node that are now up and running.
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Mainnet 1.0 And 2.0
Mainnet 1.0, which has been successfully operating since its launch on 


15 Nov 2021, is upgraded to a new level to provide users with even more value, 

security, utility and a wider Pando Ecosystem. The changes to Mainnet 1.0 were 

mostly focused on the following:the Blockchain itself (with PoS integration), 

new variations of Rametron Nodes, its rewards and Management System, 


the design of the Wallet and the Explorer, security and documentation.



However, the bedrock of those changes is the fact that the Mainnet 2.0 now 

offers four different types of Rametron nodes, each serving its own purpose 


for the overall decentralization. New types of Rametron on Mainnet 2.0 enable 

developers to develop and manage their applications using Pando Ecosystem 

further to effectively handle and manage request addition of four Rametron 

layer architecture to ensure effective speedy response.


Four types of Rametron 
create a four-layer 
cluster to efficiently 
handle and entertain 

all types of requests:

 Rametron Enterprise 
(Streaming

 Rametron Pro 
(Storing

 Rametron Lite 
(Transcoding

 Rametron Mobile 
(Sharing)
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Key Difference between Mainnet 1.0 & 2.0

Sr No Module Mainnet 1.0 Mainnet 2.0

 Addition of four types of Rametron and 

their stake logic integratio

 PoS, PoN on-chain now


Four types of Rametrons to create a four-

layer cluster to efficiently handle and 

entertain all types of requests.

Below explained in detail.

 Rametron Enterprise

 Rametron Pr

 Rametron Lit

 Rametron Mobile

New informative one page interface with 

latest news and update section to keep 

the community updated.


In-app updating feature available.

Managed by Chain

Same system, but different PoE rewards 

for all four types of Rametron

Will be credited at time of referral for all 

four types of Rametron.

 All four types of Rametron stake deposit

 New design with better UI/UX experienc

 Enabled Smart Contrac

 Enabled NFT preview and transaction

1. Overview different types of Rametrons


2. New design with better UI/UX experience


Addition of

A centralized system to monitor and keep 

track of everything related to all 

purchased Rametron for the community.

Addition of

Only one type of RametronNode (Rametron)02

Only one type of RT and their staking


PoS was off-chain


Old UI/UX

By admin wallet

Weekly reward distribution

Old design/Limited functionality

No such interface

Credited at time of referral activation

Old design/Limited functionality

Blockchain

Rametron Interface

Reward : Proof of Network

Pando Wallet

Rametron Management 

System

Reward : Proof of Engagement

Referral Reward

Pando Explorer
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Basic Blockchain Security

Only one type of RT and their staking


PoS was off-chain


Key Difference Between Mainnet 1.0 & 2.0

Sr No Module Mainnet 1.0 Mainnet 2.0

 HMac Securit
 Limited domain restricted access only

With updated features more accurate 
official technical & API Documentation to 
be more accessible for the community.

Security

Effective official 

Documentation

10
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Explorer Design Mainnet 2.0
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Explorer Design Mainnet 2.0

Wallet Design Mainnet 2.0

English

Mainnet
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Rametron (5th Generation)
05

New types of Rametron on Mainnet 2.0 enable developers to develop and manage their 

applications using Pando Ecosystem further to effectively handle and manage request addition 


of four Rametron layer architecture to ensure effective speedy response. Pandolab will keep 


a centralized core platform CDN for the time being, which will act as the master store for 


all uploaded material. Based on the instructions provided by the node software, Rametron Nodes 

will pull copies from the core CDN. Uploads from content creators may be sent directly to adjacent 

Rametron Nodes and spread across the network as the network grows more decentralised and 

dispersed.



Rametron Nodes will need to perform at a high standard, with node availability, hardware, and the 

bandwidth necessary to easily transcode video, data and text files and effectively deliver content 

to users. In order to ensure that Rametron Nodes are adhering to minimum uptime requirements, 

our platform will utilize a Proof-of-Network (PoN) mechanism to validate uptime and engagement 

(and act as collateral against poor performance and malfeasance). The Pando Tracker Server (PTS) 

will frequently ping each Rametron Node to assess responses and response times. It will also send 

and request data packets to regularly test and determine stream quality. These actions will be 

validated against a cryptographic challenge with unique keys to prevent collusion and assure that 

each queried Rametron Node is honest. Rametron Nodes are compensated for their uptime, even 


if streaming isn’t taking place during the entirety of their availability across any given block of time.



The Rametron software will not touch one’s computer's files, violate users’ privacy, slow down their 

devices or interrupt daily tasks. It will only access excess not needed bandwidth and offer it up 


to the network to be used to relay and translate files.



Moreover, when it comes to data loss, Rametron is the best match that saves our earned PTX 


in case of system damage. Just with the help of recovery key, we can transfer the data from one 

system to another.
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Mainnet 1.0 – the first variation of the project offered a more simplistic version on a users’ personal 

computer and cloud servers, where Ramteron Nodes served as decentralized video streaming blocks, 

however the newly developed Mainnet 2.0 opens up perspectives for the development of such 

Rametron Nodes, offering space for 1.000.000 of them with specific layer of technology, each serving 

for a different purpose when streaming, storing, transcoding and sharing files. Ultimately, the 

system now has unlimited scaling possibilities with no structural costs.



New types of Rametron on Mainnet 2.0 enable developers to develop and manage their platforms, 

systems, websites and applications using the Pando Ecosystem further to effectively handle and 

manage requests through the addition of the four Rametron-layer architecture to ensure effective 

speedy response.


Four types of Rametrons create a four-layer cluster to efficiently handle and entertain all types 

of requests. Based on the type of user request further request will be redirected to their respective 

network layer to entertain further.

Network Layering (Rametrons)

Architectural flow Diagram Mainnet 2.0

RT Ent
(RT Enterprise will Live 

Stream the video)

RT Pro
(RT Pro will store the 
video in different sizes 
using IPFS)

RT Lite
(RT Lite will transcode 
the video using 
FFMPEG)

RT Mob
(RT Mobile will play 
the advertisements)

Tracker Server
(Job allocator)

Application

User

Uploading

Sending Video

For Live Streaming

For Video Storage

(Sending Video to User)

For Transcoding

For Advertisements
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Pando Tracker Server (PTS) will ping each Rametron Node on a regular basis to monitor replies and 

response times. It will also transmit and request data packets to test and assess the quality of the 

stream on a regular basis. To avoid collusion and ensure that each requested Rametron Node is 

honest, these operations will be confirmed against a cryptographic challenge using unique keys.



The bedrock technology for all types of Rametrons within the Pando Project is the InterPlanetary File 

System (IPFS) that generally powers the Distributed Web itself. Since IPFS aims to surpass HTTP in 

order to build a better web for all of us, its technology is used to maintain all of the operations within 

the spectrum of Rametrons’ possibilities of streaming, storing, transcoding and sharing.



The four-layer cluster of Rametrons on Mainnet 2.0 includes:


Decentralized video streaming is Peer-to-Peer (P2P) video streaming using blockchain technology. 

Unlike centralized platforms, media content in a P2P network is transmitted directly from content 

creators to the audience without the involvement of intermediaries.



If you are familiar with the principle of torrenting, where network users share files directly, and the 

download speed depends on the number of such participants (the more, the better), it will be easier 

for you to understand how blockchain streaming sites work.



Through the use of blockchain technologies, audio and video broadcasts are gradually acquiring clear 

features of the new postmodern mass media, and decentralization allows any participant to create, 

upload, and promote their own content in more protected and a cost-effective way without edge 

servers and content delivery networks (CDN)



Using IPFS and Blockchain, Rametron Enterprise Layer is to mainly entertain livestreaming requests 

from users using heavy ubuntu based package servers of community members. The Rametron 

Enterprise will support live streaming, which, in its turn is able to help slash bandwidth costs thanks 

to its use of secure, peer-to-peer content delivery. Moreover, IPFS within the Rametron Enterprise 

Layer powers the creation of diversely resilient networks that enable persistent availability — with 

or without internet backbone connectivity. This means better connectivity for rural areas where 

traditional Central Delivery Network (CDN) availability and performance is lowest, the developing 

world, during natural disasters, or just when you're on flaky coffee shop Wifi.


1. Rametron Enterprise Layer (Streaming)
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Centralized Storage Systems will always run into the problem of file availability and storage space. 

Storage is expensive, and without clear incentives, users will not host files on their systems, let alone 

maintain a healthy internet connection for other users to access.



High-quality video is usually about large files that need to be stored somewhere. The same video can 

and most likely will have several versions, as it will be re-encoded for different file formats, bit rates 

and frame sizes.



The Rametron Pro is the baseline server version supported on Linux OS. The Rametron Pro allows 

for storing of files and enables their deduplication, clustered persistence, and high performance. 

Moreover, IPFS, being the base for Rametron Pro Layer, makes it simple to set up resilient networks 

for mirroring data, and thanks to content addressing, files stored using IPFS are automatically 

versioned.


2. Rametron Pro Layer (Storing)

Video traffic over the internet currently constitutes a majority of all traffic worldwide. Cisco estimates 

video traffic accounted for 82% of all information transmitted over the internet by the end of 2021, 

increasing from 73% in 2016. As 4K video and VR services continue to increase in popularity, video 

content’s share of total bandwidth will continue to grow. Because of the large variety of device sizes 

and connection speeds that a user might have, the need for efficient transcoding has become 

essential to making these broadcasting services possible.



The Rametron Lite is a desktop version which supports operating systems such as Mac/Windows/

Linux OS. Using FFmpeg - the leading multimedia framework, able to decode, encode, transcode, 

mux, demux, stream, filter and play pretty much anything that humans and machines have created, 

this layer of Rametron Nodes has endless possibilities to convert an encoded digital file or set of 

files into an altered set of digital files that better meet the needs of your hardware or your audience. 

It is particularly important for ensuring your content can be viewed on the widest possible range of 

devices.



Rametron Lite can also be placed on a server with Rametron Pro's specification. Rametron Lite that 

is placed in server is called Rametron Lite-S.

3. Rametron Lite Layer (Transcoding)
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Using centralized servers to deliver files and data is known as a client-server model. To put it simply, 

the client, or user, requests what they want by typing in a URL, and a server delivers it via HTTP.


Decentralized file sharing uses a different model known as peer-to-peer sharing. In the client-server 

model, the URL points to an IP address, which is based on the server location where the website data is 

stored.



With P2P sharing, files aren’t stored in a single place. Instead, they’re distributed across a network of 

many nodes - Rametron Mobiles. Each file, or piece of a file, is given a unique cryptographic hash. This 

means all versions are tracked across the network. When a user requests the data, the network finds 

the nodes holding a perfect match to the unique hash or hashes.



This also introduces resistance to censorship. Governments may order their nations’ internet service 

providers to block a particular website or service simply by blocking its IP address. If files or data 

stored across an entire network are encrypted, it is impossible to block access to it.



Rametron Mobile Layer is mainly used to handle advertisements in mobile from users using 

community member mobile based application systems further sending transcoding versions from 

IPFS to the Rametron Pro layer to save. With the help of peer-to-peer IPFS, Rametron Mobile Layer 

retrieves pieces from multiple nodes at once, enabling substantial bandwidth savings. With up to 

60% savings for video, IPFS makes it possible to efficiently distribute high volumes of data without 

duplication.


4. Rametron Mobile Layer (Sharing)
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Minimum Stake To Activate Rametron

To become a Rametron Node Holder, users are required to activate by staking 

different amounts of PTX (Pando Token) for each layer of Rametron.

Node Holders may add (re-stake) an amount of needed PTX (Pando Token) to 

the initial stake. Minimum re-stake value is the same as minimum stake of each 

Node.

Rametron Mobile


Rametron Lite


Rametron Pro 


Rametron Enterprise

Public Nodes 


Metatron Nodes 


Zytatron Nodes 


250 PTX


 1,000 PTX


10,000 PTX


35,000 PTX

Depending on Rametron Nodes


10,000 PTX


10,000,000 PTX


Mainnet 2.0

Rametron Enterprise

Min Stake 35,000 PTX

Rametron pro

Min Stake 10,000 PTX

Rametron Lite

Min Stake 1,000 PTX

Rametron Mobile

Min Stake 250 PTX
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Locking Period

All stakes in Mainnet 2.0 does not have a locking period. Stakings can be withdrawn at any time for any Node 

in the PandoProject. Upon withdrawing, it takes 2.4 million block heights to successfully release the 

withdrawn stake to the Node Holder's wallet.



2.4 million block height takes approximately 6 months to be created. During this ~6 months, Node Holder will 

not be generating any rewards and the entire staking amount will be withdrawn. Node Holders cannot choose 

an amount to be withdrawn at any point of time.



This withdrawal protocol applies for both Rametron Node and Metatron Node.

Rewards And Penalties to 5th Generation Rametrons

Job Allocation to Rametron (All Rametron Type)

Rewards

One job is allocated to one Rametron only at a time.


Criteria for job allocation will be:


The PandoProject will offer multiple important rewards to Zytatron, Metatron, and Rametron Nodes for their 

presence and participation in the PandoProject Ecosystem. It will also enact penalties if nodes depart from 

the protocol.



Rametron Nodes will need to perform well in terms of node availability, hardware, and bandwidth in order to 

efficiently stream, store, relay and transcode data files and provide content to consumers. Our platform will 

use Proof-of-Engagement (PoE), Proof-of-Stake (PoS) and Proof-of-View (PoV) methods to check uptime and 

engagement (and act as collateral against poor performance and malfeasance) to ensure that Rametron 

Nodes adhere to minimal uptime criteria.

 Online (The Rametron Node must be Online in the Pando Network

 Nearby (From where we start to upload, transcode, relay, store or stream

 Available (Ready to receive work and not engaged)

Pando Tracker Server (PTS) will ping each Rametron Node on a regular basis to monitor replies and response 

times. It will also transmit and request data packets to test and assess the quality of the stream on a regular 

basis. To avoid collusion and ensure that each requested Rametron Node is honest, these operations will be 

confirmed against a cryptographic challenge using unique keys.
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PoS (Proof-of-Stake)

Proof-of-Stake is the consensus mechanism that helps choose which participants get to handle this lucrative 

task—lucrative because the chosen ones are rewarded with new crypto (PTX) if they accurately validate the 

new data and don’t cheat the system.



For Proof-of-Stake, it is paid annually and is on-chain.


 10% for Rametron Mobile and Lit

 12% for Rametron Pr

 15% for Rametron Enterprise

Why PoS

Cost efficiency


The main advantage of PoS is that miners do not need to invest increasing sums of money in more and more 

powerful computing equipment that also consumes massive amounts of electricity.


Greater scalability and throughput


PoS also delivers greater scalability and throughput compared to PoW (Proof-of-Work). It is because 

transactions and blocks can be approved quicker without the need to solve extremely complex equations.


Fewer manipulations


PoS cuts the need for complex computations, which means more energy efficiency. The power to validate 

transactions is transferred to those with the most holdings of the network’s native currency. Those players 

with a significant stake in the system are less likely to manipulate it. If they do it, they could have their stake 

destroyed.


Regarding scalability, PoS does not rely on physical machines to generate consensus. This means that it’s 

more scalable. There is no need for huge mining farms or sourcing large energy supplies. More validators to 

the network will turn out cheaper, simpler, and more accessible.

Energy efficiency with an eco-friendly system


PoS is more energy efficient compared to PoW. The cost of participating relies on the economic cost of 

staking coins and not on the computational cost of solving puzzles. This decreases the energy required to run 

the consensus mechanism and creates a more eco-friendly system with 99% less carbon footprint.
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Boosted security


To save money and create a disincentive for bad actions, PoS moves the incentive and punishment system 

into the blockchain. It’s important to highlight that it’s not making an investment in expensive hardware and 

electricity.



On the other hand, the PoS participants invest in the token itself. They are also setting aside a certain amount 

of wealth as collateral. Based on the amount of collateral they wager, the network will select someone to build 

the next block.


Faster


PoS also beats PoW when it comes to speed as it does not require physical machines to generate consensus.


PoE (Proof-of-Engagement)

Threshold

In Mainnet 2.0, our focus is on the Community's contributions towards the Pando Ecosystem. Expanding  
beyond just transcoding “flavours”, there will be more than one type of PoE. Here is a list of different types of 
work that a Rametron is capable of executing in order to generate rewards for its Node Holder ¼

 Ads View
 Transcodin
 Storin
 Data Transferrin
 Live Streaming



The Rametron Mobile, Lite and Lite-S will accumulate these rewards in real-time, while the Rametron Pro and 
Enterprise will accumulate these rewards monthly. 



Using IPFS technilogy, each video after the transcoding will be stored and played in the Rametron Pro where 
the video quality will be maintained, even though the storage required would be more than the usual. The 
same video can and most likely will have several versions, as it will be re-encoded for different file formats, bit 
rates and frame sizes. The solution the PandoProject offers helps in reducing infrastructure cost, increasing 
efficiency and also has a high level of security.



The users will utilize ubuntu-based servers held by the PandoProject community members, initially these 
server layers are maintained by Pandolab itself. Rametron Enterprise makes it easy for audio, video, text and 
data files to be livestreamed directly. These features will keep the DApp, System, Software, Content or 
Audience more connected with the Rametron and give them complete security for their content.



Dive deeper into how PoE is calculated by referring to the following table in the next page.

Rametron Pro and Rametron Enterprise are the only Rametrons that will have PoE Threshold, which means 
that users will get minimum PoE rewards in the case a particular user's POE earning is below the Threshold. 
The Threshold will be calculated based on an average of 3 months of PTX price.



Only those who fall below the Threshold will have their PoE adjusted at the end of the month.
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Proof-of-View empowers advertisers to lower their ad spend lost to bots and fake viewers, and enables 

publishers to get paid faster for served ads through transparent viewership metrics. Proof-of-View (PoV) is a 

protocol that monitors and rewards a user’s engagement with an advertisement across the Pando DApps. This 

reward system will be calculated and distributed based on the duration a user watches an Advertisement, the 

user is then rewarded with PTX for completing the minimum duration required. This protocol will be 

implemented and its calculation will be made available in 2023.

Referral Rewards are any incentives given to customers who actively promote and refer others to the 

PandoProject. Referral Rewards are installed within the software of the project and will be credited just after 

the referred system gets activated. The user will get 10% of the deposited Stake in Rametron with PTX to their 

added wallet after the referral code is implemented.

Rametron Nodes will be penalized and not receive rewards if they are consistently offline or stream poor 

quality or do not follow these criteria:

PoV (Proof-of-View)

Referral Rewards

Penalties

 Online (The Rametron Node must be Online in the Pando Network

 Nearby (From where we start to upload, transcode, relay, store or stream

 Available (Ready to receive work and not engaged)

Rametron EntRametron ProRametron Lite Rametron Lite-SRametron Mobile

Real-time (Participation) Real-time (Participation) Real-time (Participation) Monthly Monthly

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X X

X

X

X

X

X

X

XUSD 0.01/min USD 0.01/min

USD 0.03/GB

USD 0.10/GB

USD 0.20/GB

PoE *Based on availability

Threshold

Data Transferring

Transcoding

Ads View

Livestreaming

Storing
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Hardware Specification For All The Rametron Type

Conclusion: Benefits Of Pando Network Mainnet 2.0

Sr No Resources

(Minimum)


Rametron Ent Rametron Pro Rametron Lite Rametron Mobile

4-cores CPU

Live Streaming

Yes

Ubuntu 20.04

16 GB RAM

15% : on-chain

64 GB

4-cores CPU

Storage

Yes

Ubuntu 20.04

8 GB RAM

12% : on-chain

256 GB

2-cores CPU

Transcoding

Yes

MacOs


Ubuntu


Window


8 GB RAM

10% : on-chain

256 GB SSD

Any

Ads and User Engagement

Yes

-

IOS


Android


4 GB RAM

10% : on-chain

CPU

PoE

Availability to 
claim reward

OS

RAM

PoS

Storage Space  

01

07

05

03

02

06

04

 Greater Trust: With Pando Network, you can rest assured that the data received is accurate and timely, 

and your confidential records will be shared to the network members who have the access

 Reduced Costs: Blockchain's nature also can cut costs for organizations. It creates efficiencies in 

processing transactions. It also reduces manual tasks such as aggregating and amending data, as well as 

easing reporting and auditing processes

 Speed: Our network can handle transactions faster than conventional methods by eliminating the 

intermediaries and also replacing the remaining manual process in the transactions

 Proven Dependability: You will want to build a proven Pando Network platform that is already successful 

across the industries, with multiple use cases already in our production

 Greater Security: All the network members are required to provide consensus on data accuracy, also all of 

the validated transactions are immutable as they are permanently recorded. Not even the system 

administrator has the rights to delete a transaction

 Better Rewards: Users’ computers and Internet can earn money using video streaming

 Plug-and-Play: Developers can create or migrate apps, websites, platforms and systems into the Pando 

Blockchain to reduce infrastructure cost and solve last mile delivery issues
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PTX (Pando Token)
06

The PTX is the official cryptocurrency of the PandoProject, which aims to give the power, profits 

and privacy back to the people by disrupting the entire streaming industry.



PTX (Pando Token) is an exceptionally important part of our Pando Ecosystem. It is the governing 

currency used for participation in all aspects of the Pando Network of which can be bought, sold, 

traded, exchanged, gifted and utilized for various other purposes. PTX (Pando Token) is used to 

incentivize PandoProject’s Node Holders as well as every content creator and viewers within our 

decentralized applications and other platforms that are powered by the Pando Network. When 

users earn PTX (Pando Token) from Rametron or the applications, it may as well be used in any of 

Pando DApps or exchanged for FIAT or other cryptocurrencies.



It can also be purchased and utilized by advertisers, sponsors and tournament organizers. PTX 

(Pando Token) enables accessibility and connectivity for every user, especially when utilized in its 

very own ecosystem. The well-developed Pando Blockchain Platform and Ecosystem can cope with 

a large influx of users and transactions at a time which allows for maximum scalability of PTX 

(Pando Token) in value and usage with its easy adoption, ecosystem utility, and scalability – making 

it a propitious currency.



PTX is a cryptocurrency that represents the technology built by the Pandolab which allows 

reducing video streaming costs by up to 70% using blockchain technology. It utilizes the power of 

IPFS, private computing, and streaming technology supported with blockchain infrastructure.


It has technology that enables anyone to use end-user up to free computational power to 

transcode, stream costs, and available decentralized and decentralized-user storage.
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Utilization

Adoption

PTX’s (Pando Token) bright future comes from the fact that it is a utility token which represents the access that 

all sorts of users have to our services which includes our nodes as well as our DApps. It is heavily utilized in 

the complete ecosystem of PandoProject for example in relation to our Zytatron Node, Metatron Node and 

Rametron Node whereby these nodes are activated with PTX (Pando Token) and their respective Node 

Holders earn in PTX (Pando Token) for contributing in the Pando Network. As for our DApps, PTX (Pando 

Token) is used to reward the community in which viewers and content creators are rewarded with PTX (Pando 

Token) for going live, watching or uploading videos through any of the Pando DApps. It is also used by 

content creators and users to charge or purchase premium content, products, merchandise, services, 

subscriptions, etc in all our DApps. When Node Holders or users earn through the applications or their 

respective nodes, PTX (Pando Token) may be used back in any of the Pando DApps or exchanged for FIAT or 

other cryptocurrencies.

The utilization of PTX (Pando Token) in our own complete ecosystem proves the easy adoption of this token in 

any other existing platforms. Tokens are widely adopted when it is the means of payment on platforms made 

for specific uses as is our PTX (Pando Token) for our Node Holders and DApps. For example, Rametron 

enables its Node Holders to provide their resources (i.e., excess bandwidth) in exchange for PTX (Pando 

Token). In our DApps, advertisers use PTX (Pando Token) to pay for their ads, the publishers or content 

producers receive PTX (Pando Token) for hosting these ads, and the users of our platforms are rewarded with 

PTX (Pando Token) for viewing these ads. The user adoption of PTX (Pando Token) exhibits network effects in 

which essentially, the streaming platforms we provide encourages more users to join in our network.



The greater the number of users in our network, the easier it will be for anyone to obtain a transaction 

counterparty, and the more useful and valuable our PTX (Pando Token) will become. The use case for PTX 

(Pando Token) continuously grows as the development of PandoProject expands towards building and 

hosting more DApps & applications, entering the NFT marketplace, decentralizing the entire video streaming 

industry with our blockchain technology and providing the last mile delivery solution with our Rametron 

technology for existing applications.
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Horizontal Scaling

PNC-20 And PNC-721 Protocols For PTX And NFT

PTX (Pando Token) enables our platform to continuously welcome the addition of more nodes to the 

framework of the Pando Network Governance. It also allows Pandolab to increase the platform’s overall 

throughput capacity to accommodate for the growth in users and increase in transactions within the network 

as the market expands. With PTX (Pando Token), our blockchain platform continues to scale in response to the 

demand for digital assets, offering asset custody, new trading features and functionality along with the access 

to an ever-growing number of digital assets within the streaming industry. By using Proof-of-Engagement 

(PoE) and our specialized smart contracts to trace the transmission of video segments, PTX (Pando Token) is 

addressing scalability challenges in blockchain and video streaming in which the smart contracts on the 

Pando Blockchain oversee the distribution and collecting of prizes on the platform whereas PoE is a means of 

providing transparency for users to earn PTX (Pando Token) in return for their participation in our network. 

Other application developers are also able to utilize our protocol as it supports the writing of new smart 

contracts based on the requirements for their apps.

PNC-20 and PNC-721 protocols for smart contracts are developed by the PandoLab and are used for carrying 

out all operations within the PandoProject using the PTX token and NFTs. The network system is characterized 

by increased reliability of use. And all because it makes it possible to instantly perform operations and has a 

high transaction speed. Transactions are processed using high-performance computing circuits.



PNC20 is used by people to send the PTX (fungible token), while the PNC721 is for NFTs only, which will be 

utilized with the upcoming Pando NFT Platform.
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PTX Token Topology

The PandoProject Token Topology consists of five (5) important 

components of which revolves around PTX (Pando Token).

Advertiser

Exchange
Pando DApps

Rametron

Content

Streaming

Validator

(Governance 

Node)

Pays to

advertise

Provides 
content

From advertisers 
to pay-per-views

Pays to watch exclusive 
content. All other content 

free, Ad-supported

Platform provides 
data blocks - 
Rametron earns PTX

Zytatron Metatron

ViewerContent 
Creator

Rametron Enterprise (Streaming)


Rametron Pro (Storing)


Rametron Lite (Transcoding)


Rametron Mobile (Sharing + Ads)

AnDOGO show us
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Advertisers are a critical part of the Pando Project Ecosystem. They pay Pandolab fees in exchange for 

rights to display ads to the platform’s users. They can pay such fees in supported FIAT or alternatively 

in major cryptocurrencies such as BTC and ETH. They can also pay in PTX (Pando Token), and in doing 

so, will receive a 10% discount on advertiser fees.



These fees are eventually converted to PTX (Pando Token) if not already paid as such, and fuel the 

various incentive programs within the platform.

Content producers are the next component of the ecosystem and is responsible for supplying 

content to the platform across five product categories – Pandojo, TutorX, Vixo, ShowUs and Pandogo. 

In exchange for providing content, they are paid in PTX (Pando Token) token for each view received, 

similar to other video sharing platforms.



In general, content producers are responsible for financing and developing their content. However, 

Pandolab may also purchase exclusive rights to such content as an upfront payment in PTX (Pando 

Token) in exchange for unlimited streaming.



Content producers upload their completed content to the platform for viewing.


Rametrons are resource providers on the Pando Network. They are responsible for the storage and 

distribution of all video and educational content on the platform. The Pando Protocol is responsible 

for determining which blocks of content are stored with each Rametron for an optimal viewing 

experience.



 Rametron Enterprise (Streaming

 Rametron Pro (Storing

 Rametron Lite (Transcoding

 Rametron Mobile (Sharing + Ads)

1. Advertiser

2. Content Producer

3. Rametrons
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Rametrons fetch shared content from the Pando DApps and store it locally on their machines. They 

must also be connected to a sufficiently fast internet connection to stream this content directly to 

end-users. For providing this service, they are paid in PTX (Pando Token) based on the amount of data 

packets they distribute. Rametron’s may be penalized for frequent outages, low uptime and poor 

quality of service.


The viewer is the end-user on the platform, who consumes content using an internet connected 

device and access to the Pandolab website or application.



There are three methods in which viewers consume such content. The primary method involves 

watching ad-supported content. Viewers who watch such content earn a small incentive payment in 

PTX (Pando Token) in exchange for their views.



While other online video sharing platforms retain a substantial portion of advertiser revenue, Pandolab 

shares this revenue in the form of PTX (Pando Token) payments to viewers. The next method is to pay-

per-view, such as content that is rented or paid to watch. Examples can include movie rentals, or 

paying for an education course or individual lesson. The final method is to pay a subscription fee as an 

ad-free viewing experience.



The latter two methods are paid in PTX (Pando Token) which are then split between Pandolab and 

the content producers.


Zytatron and Metatron Nodes are the final components within the PandoProject Ecosystem. They are 

responsible for ensuring uptime and quality of service. These nodes will redelegate content across 

other Rametrons to optimize content distribution. Zytatron and Metatron Node Holders stake PTX 

(Pando Token) in order to gain rights to perform validation functions. This ensures that only active 

entrepreneurs or developers with the same vision for the future of the project are performing these 

services.


4. Viewer

5. Validator Nodes


Zytatron & Metatron
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Tokenomics
07

Mining Allocation

Rametron Rewards

for PoN and PoE

contribution

Referral Rewards

(Airdrop)

Initial Token

Price: USD 0.20

Token Private sale 

and Validators’

Allocation

Reserve

PTX (Pando Token) Total Supply (1,500,000,000 )

PTX (Pando Token) Distribution


60%

26.16%

1.34%

10%

2.5%

The remaining tokens created by the contact will be distributed based on the following:
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PTX (Pando Token) Distribution (Details)

60% 900
Million

26.16% 392.4
Million

10% 150
Million

1.34% 20.1
Million

2.5% 37.5
Million

 No locku
 Earnout as per actual 

mining activity

 Locku
 Distribution based 

on 10% stakin
 Airdrop

 12-months locku
 Equal monthly 

distribution over 24 
months thereafter

 No lockup

 Locku
 Distribution based 

on PoN & PoE

Mining

Allocation

Rametron

Rewards

Referral

Rewards

Reserve

Token Private 

Sale & Validators’


Allocation
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Token Burning

50% BurningYear 1

25% BurningYear 2

15% BurningYear 3

10% BurningYear 4

and above

December 31st, 2022
Due to delay in project deployment the 
burning of token to be done in Dec 2023

Every quarter of the year 
(At the end of March, 
June, September and 
December)

Pandolab intends to share a substantial portion of its profits from advertising revenue with its 

ecosystem participants. As PTX (Pando Token) is paid out for usage, the value is driven by the revenue 

generated on the platform through a token burning mechanism. Pandolab will utilize 50% of the 

profits generated in the first year to buy-back tokens in the secondary market and destroy them, 

creating scarcity for the remaining tokens. Token burning will be performed once per quarter and 

according to the following schedule:
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Reserve

Gas Fees

Tokens held in the reserve can be used to fund operations, technology development, marketing 

initiatives, consulting and legal costs, and other costs. However, they must adhere to the vesting 

release schedule as identified. Tokens held in the reserve can be used to pay for future team members 

not part of the original founder team allocation.

Transaction fee in Mainnet 2.0 is 0.1 PTX per transaction. This is a huge difference compared to it 

being 0.01 PTX per each PTX for every transaction in Mainnet 1.0.



This will give greater flexibility with exchangers who are currently charging high fees for each 

transaction.
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NFT
08

Non-Fungible Token (NFT)

To incorporate the NFT business model into the ecosystem, Pandolab will be coming up with a new 

token that can be swapped with the PTX (Pando Token). The Pando Network powered by an open-

source automatic market maker program enables users to swap NFT tokens with PTX (Pando Token) 

in a decentralized, non-custodial and trustless exchange. As such, PTX (Pando Token) will be 

further reduced, giving way to the new token that supports the NFT market.



Pandolab is developing an app that allows users to do live stream virtual concerts. While artists can 

create a virtual concert and sell NFT tickets, users can buy ticket to watch the live concert. Artists 

can issue loyalty tickets to fans using this app. This will be the first use case for the NFT token. 

Going forward, the Pandolab NFT Marketplace is sure to open up massive opportunities for all 

stakeholders of the PandoProject Ecosystem.


Committed to delivering a multi-stream revenue to its stakeholders, Pandolab is continuously 

exploring different ways of income-generating models in this segment. Leveraging the Non-Fungible 

Token (NFT) and digital collectible buzz in the crypto world, Pandolab is now coming up with a Pando 

NFT community for PandoProject content creators. This NFT community is created with the idea of 

adding a new stream of income in the form of NFT drops on live content on the PandoProject NFT 

smart contract platform.



Pandolab is collaborating with NFT marketplaces such as OpenSea, SuperRare, Candy, Rarible to 

integrate NFT into the PandoProject Ecosystem. Now, content creators can create NFTs and earn huge 

revenues.


NFT for Contents
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PandoProject’s own community-driven NFT Marketplace is set to launch in 2023 and is currently in the 

development stage. The NFT Marketplace will be the go-to NFT Hub for Creators and users to create, 

buy and sell NFTs using PTX. The NFT Platform will be powered by the Pando Blockchain Infrastructure 

and the Pando Network.

Pando NFT Marketplace

Technology Partners
09

Pandoproject

PandoprojectPandoproject

Our Official Exchanger Our Official Exchanger

Technology Partner Technology Partner Technology Partner

NFT 
Marketplace
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Contacts
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Contact Info

Social Media

admin@pandolab.io


support@pandolab.io


Pandolab Pte. Ltd.


68 Circular Road, #02-01, 049422, Singapore


@pandoprojectorg

@pandoprojectorg

@pandoprojectorg
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In consideration of Pandolab Pte. Ltd. (the “Company”) providing this Whitepaper to the recipient, the 

recipient acknowledges that the contents of this Whitepaper are confidential to the Company and the 

recipient agrees not to disclose, distribute or permit to be communicated verbally, directly or 

indirectly or otherwise, or to otherwise publish the contents of this Whitepaper except with the prior 

written consent of the Company. For the purposes of this acknowledgement “recipient” includes, 

without limitation, any principal, employee or agent of the recipient.



This Whitepaper, and any offers made within it, is solely for Participants. This Whitepaper provides a 

summary of the main features of the Company. It contains general advice only and has been prepared 

without taking into account any participant’s objectives, financial situation or needs. Participants 

should read the Whitepaper carefully and assess whether the information is appropriate for them in 

respect of their objectives, financial situation and needs.


This Whitepaper does not purport to contain all the information that a prospective participant may 

require. In all cases, interested parties should conduct their own investigation and analysis of the 

Company and the data contained in this Whitepaper.



The Company does not make any representation or warranty as to the accuracy or completeness of the 

information contained in this Whitepaper. Furthermore, the Company shall not have any liability to the 

recipient or any person resulting from the reliance upon this Whitepaper in determining to make an 

application to apply for shares in the Company.


The Company considers that the financial and non-financial information contained in this Whitepaper 

has been prepared to the best of its reasonable knowledge and ability. However, recipients must rely 

on their own investigation of all financial information and no representations or warranties are or will 

be made by the Company as to the accuracy or completeness of such information.



The Company makes no representation about the underlying value of the tokens on offer. Prospective 

participants must make their own assessment about whether the price of the tokens being offered 

represents fair value.
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Participation in a token sale carries high risks. It is highly speculative and before participating in any 

project about which information is given, prospective participants are strongly advised to seek 

appropriate professional advice;



The information contained in this Whitepaper has been prepared by or on behalf of the Company. 

Pandolab Pte. Ltd. has not undertaken an independent review of the information contained in this 

Whitepaper.


The information contained in this Whitepaper about the proposed business opportunity is not 

intended to be the only information on which a decision is to be made and is not a substitute for a 

disclosure document, or any other notice that may be required under law. Detailed information may 

be needed to make a token participation decision;



Prospective participants should be aware that no established market exists for the trading of any 

tokens that may be offered.


Except for historical information, there may be matters in this Whitepaper that are forward-looking 

statements. Such statements are only predictions and are subject to inherent risks and uncertainty. 

Forward-looking statements, which are based on assumptions and estimates and describe the 

Company’s future plans, strategies, and expectations are generally identifiable by the use of the 

words ‘anticipate’, ‘will’, ‘believe’, ‘estimate’, ‘plan’, ‘expect’, ‘intend’, ‘seek’, or similar expressions. 

Participants are cautioned not to place undue reliance on forward-looking statements. By its nature, 

forward-looking information involves numerous assumptions, inherent risks and uncertainties both 

general and specific that contribute to the possibility those predictions, forecasts, projections and 

other forward-looking statements will not occur. Those risks and uncertainties include factors and 

risks specific to the industry in which the Company operates as well as general economic conditions. 

Actual performance or events may be materially different from those expressed or implied in those 

statements.


Participant Warning

Prominent Statements

Future Statements
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All forward-looking statements attributable to the Company or persons acting on behalf of the 

Company are expressly qualified in their entirety by the cautionary statements in this section.



Except as expressly required by law, the Company undertakes no obligation to publicly update or 

revise any forward-looking statements provided in this Whitepaper whether as a result of new 

information, future events or otherwise, or the risks affecting this information.



None of the Company, its officers or any person named in this Whitepaper with their consent, or any 

person involved in the preparation of this Whitepaper, makes any representation or warranty (express 

or implied) as to the accuracy or likelihood of fulfilment of any forward-looking statement except to 

the extent required by law. The forward-looking statements reflect the views held only as at the date 

of this Whitepaper.


Tokens issued by Pandolab Pte. Ltd. may drop substantially in value, or may remain illiquid for long 

periods of time or indefinitely. Pandolab Pte. Ltd. cannot guarantee an active secondary market for 

the exchange of tokens purchased in the token sale. Not all disclosures or statements are being made 

in this disclaimer section. Participants should review the token sale agreement in its entirety and seek 

the professional advice of legal counsel and investment professionals.



PTX (Pando Token) may change in value based on a number of factors that are outside our control. 

There is no guarantee or expectation that PTX (Pando Token) will increase in value, provide a return, or 

have sufficient adoption and liquidity on exchanges. Owning these tokens does not constitute a share 

of equity or ownership in the company. The token economy is new and exciting. Regulatory 

circumstances may require that token mechanics be changed or altered.



PTX (Pando Token) do not have any rights, uses, purpose, attributes, functionalities or features, 

express or implied, including, without limitation, any uses, purpose, attributes, functionalities or 

features on the Pandolab Pte. Ltd. platform. Company does not guarantee and is not representing in 

any way to buyer that the PTX (Pando Token) have any rights, uses, purpose, attributes, functionalities 

or features. PTX (Pando Token) may have no value. The company reserves the right to refuse or cancel 

PTX (Pando Token) purchase requests at any time at its sole discretion.


Value Risks
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It is important to note that any tokens issued on Pandolab Pte. Ltd.’s platform are not intended to be 

securities, and this document is not a prospectus, offering document or a solicitation for investment 

in a share or equity offering. Tokens issued on our platform as referenced in this document do not 

confer any type of ownership or debt within Pandolab Pte. Ltd.’s ecosystem. Tokens currently trading 

or issued in the future are non-refundable. Pandolab Pte. Ltd. will not guarantee any value, secondary 

market, or commitments to the value of such tokens. Buyer and owners shall participate in each 

economy at their sole risk.

Not a Security
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